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What tO expeCt, trenDs, 
anD energy COnsIDeratIOns

Laboratory designs are big projects that normally arise from necessity. Of new construction, expansions, and 
retrofits, greenfield projects cost the most and take the most time, while the latter two consume fewer resources 
but present varying degrees of disruption.

A lab or facility manager’s involvement in laboratory design and build depends on his or her experience 
with design, architecture, and building trades. Typically, the relationship between “builders” and “owners” is 
consultative, but as we will see, more hands-on approaches are possible. 

This topic could fill an encyclopedia and still not exhaust even straightforward considerations such as budgets, 
equipment, construction codes, regulations, and the myriad designations and certifications. Here we will focus on 
what to expect, trends, and energy considerations. Since design/build is a project or process, we include three 
case studies, as well as a Q&A with managers who have recently gone through design projects. 

All articles by Angelo DePalma, Ph.D.

 Angelo DePalma is a freelance writer living in Newton, NJ.  

You may reach him at angelo@depalma.com
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S
ecuring project funds is the first step in the process, and an initial 
“visioning” workshop with the core team is a good way to establish 
a budget, notes Mark Paskanik, senior associate at Perkins+Will 
(Cary, NC). “The visioning workshop helps to align the team 
members and build consensus on goals.” Once this scope is defined, 
project managers may leverage business strategies already in place 
to begin selling the idea to the board or steering team that is usually 
responsible for establishing or approving the initial budget. “Many 

times, when there is not enough focus on this first step, the project will not have 
enough momentum or buy-in to go forward.”
 Safety is the prime consideration when designing for laboratory workflows. 

“Consideration should be given to placement of  emergency devices and how materials 
enter and leave the space,” Paskanik comments. “A good way to work through 
workflow design is to first understand the existing labs by observation. We like to sit in 
the lab for a day or so and observe the activity.”
Designing for human factors is essential for keeping workers happy and retaining 

skilled talent. “Replacing midlevel-knowledge workers equates to one to two times 
their salary, and increases exponentially as their level increases,” Paskanik says. 
“Amenities and programs that increase employee satisfaction are increasingly common 
and embedded in an effort to both attract and retain.” Examples include labs and 
offices with access to views, conference rooms with easy-to-use technology, break 
rooms with comfortable seating and coffee (or a coffee shop), design and finishes 
that enhance the sense of  brand in the environment, efficient layouts that increase 
production and improve workflow, and informal areas for gatherings and parties.

nO preCOnCeptIOns
John Kapusnick, principal at Studio of  Metropolitan Design Architects (Philadelphia, 

PA), never enters an initial meeting with preconceived notions of  what the design 
should look like. “I prefer to sit down with end users or managers and talk about their 
science,” he says. “If  you begin by asking about their preferences for physical layout, 
they’ll go back to what they’ve always had. Instead, I ask about a typical workday or 
experiment, and how they would set it up.”

Lab workers have a very poor concept of  space requirements for equipment and 
architectural features like doors and walls, not to mention clearances and working 
footprints for instrumentation and equipment. “They think that walls and doors have 
no dimensions,” observes Kapusnick. The operating footprints of  instrumentation 
and equipment can often be two or three times the size of  the physical footprint due 

starting out

DesIgnIng fOr the unknOWn
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“Workflow-based questioning could lead 
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to air circulation or heat dissipation requirements 
or to the positioning of  companion devices such as 
computers, temperature controllers, heating baths, 
or backup power systems. 
After taking detailed notes on workflows, 

Kapusnick investigates the lab operations on his 
own to uncover inefficiencies. He also notes any 
complaints regarding lab ergonomics: benches 
that are too high or crowded, not enough space for 
computer-related work, workflows scattered around 
the lab instead of  being concentrated.
Workflow-based questioning could lead to simple 

but effective implementations, such as adding space 
for a glassware drying rack, adjusting placement 
of  utilities, and adding benches or desks that 
accommodate sitting 
instead of  standing 
employees. 
Kapusnick recommends 

adjustable casework 
to accommodate 
both disabled access 
and changing workflows. For a lab design at the 
University of  Pennsylvania, he specified Corner 
Alpha adjustable casework (Kewaunee Scientific, 
Statesville, NC) for a center island with adjustability 
of  about ten inches. Including prep, emptying 
drawers, and restocking, lab workers can adjust 
such casework in about one hour, without calling in 
mechanical trades. 

fLexIbILIty
Flexibility is at the top of  the list of  lab design 

trends. Flexibility accommodates the increasingly 
interdisciplinary nature of  modern research, 
particularly at universities. “You don’t build a lab 
anymore that’s not flexible in terms of  furniture, 
mechanical capabilities, systems, and cleaning 
modules,” observes Robert Skolozdra, a partner and 
LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design) design specialist at architectural firm Svigals 
+ Partners (New Haven, CT). Flexibility is related 
to sustainability (discussed in depth later). “If  you 
can build your facilities to be more sustainable, 
you’ll use less energy, and you can do more with less, 

which is the goal of  flexibility,” Skolozdra explains.
Designing for the unknown is a main driver in modern 

laboratory design, says Paskanik. Since labs may 
ultimately function differently from how designers 
envisioned, flexibility should be built into casework 
design and layouts, estimates of  electrical and heat 
loads, assumptions for air exchanges, etc. In some cases, 
labs may evolve across or into scientific disciplines. “A 
standard tissue culture lab eventually evolves into a 
BSL-2-level facility, or a cold room may be used for cell 
culture,” he adds. 
When implemented correctly, flexible design allows for 

these unknowns while keeping costs down. For example, 
piping for a sink can be installed to anticipate conversion 
of  the hypothetical tissue culture lab to a BSL-2 facility, 

but the sink base can be omitted 
until it is required. Similarly, the 
walk-in chamber can be designed 
to accommodate both warm and 
cold functions.
Is there a danger in 

overdesigning the lab—in 
spending time and money on functionality that 
will never be utilized? Paskanik says yes, but the 
rewards outweigh the risks. Using his sink example, 
he explains that “if  you put the plumbing lines in 
the wall now, you can simply add the sink base later 
without a major renovation. Otherwise, tying in the 
new lines would be very costly and could also put 
the lab out of  commission for an extended period of  
time while the plumbing work is being done.”

DesIgnIng fOr Lab CuLture
“How we proceed in lab design depends on the 

culture of  the client—on the people, how they 
work, and what they are working on,” says James 
Childress, a partner in Centerbrook Architects 
(Essex, CT). “The constant discussion is how to 
foster creative leaps to new discoveries.”
Each lab has its own idiosyncratic way to nurture 

creativity, and designers need to listen diligently to 
uncover it, Childress says. “We don’t want to force 
something that works in one place on another place 
because, like snowflakes, no two labs are identical.”
At Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory (Long Island, 

starting out
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NY), a leading molecular biology research center, 
the culture has long been to catalyze creative 
discovery through informal isolation. Researchers 
here have their own dedicated enclaves where they 
can close the door and shut out the outside world. 
The institution’s Upper Campus laboratory, for 
example, is a collection of  six buildings arranged 
around a central courtyard, each accommodating 
groups of  ten to fifteen scientists. Collaboration with 
colleagues, who are spread out across the sprawling 
campus, occurs in various communal spaces or in 
random encounters about campus. 
By contrast, the Jackson Laboratory for Genomic 

Medicine (Farmington, CT), slated to open in 2014, 
operates under a different ethos. Jackson, which 
will concentrate on translational medicine, will 
rely on close daily collaboration among numerous 
disciplines. “This approach demands a larger mix 
of  people close at hand,” Childress observes. “They, 
too, require a place to shut the door and think, but 
they also need to open the door to take advantage of  
the messy vitality of  a large group of  experts.”
At Jackson, 30 to 40 scientists will share a single floor. 

Offices border on the side of  a long rectangle, with 
space for computational work in the middle of  the 
floor and the wet labs along the opposite side. While 
researchers can enjoy privacy, they must pass through 
the main lab space to get around. “Jackson’s design aims 
at engendering collaboration among a larger, more 
diverse group of  researchers,” explains Childress.

a WOrD On retrOfIts
Leveraging existing space is usually the main driver 

in deciding to retrofit or build new. A retrofit always 
involves a shorter timeline and lower costs, and 
timing can be a big factor in deciding whether to 
renovate or find new space. But as Paskanik notes, in 
some cases a building may be well past its prime for 
lab use and not worth the retrofit investment. “Some 
lab retrofits are better served by converting the old 
lab space into usable office space instead of  trying to 
salvage or retrofit an old lab,” he says.
Paulina Bugyis, senior laboratory planner at BSA 

Lifestructures (Chicago, IL), observes that as with 
new construction, owners are usually in a hurry 

to see a plan or drawings: “I often hear, ‘We have 
2,700 square feet. What can we do with this space to 
improve our operations? Just give me three options.’” 
According to Bugyis, the goal of  design firms is 

not to sell prepackaged design services, but rather 
to use a comprehensive approach by which labs go 
about solving design and space issues. “Many labs 
are bursting at the seams and have no idea of  what is 
possible with the space they have,” she explains. “We 
work with current data and extrapolate it to design 
for the future.”
Her three-step plan, outlined in Figure 1, involves 

due diligence, analysis, and proposal. The first 
stage involves documenting the current state of  
the lab, area allocations, where groups are actually 
working, their adjacencies to equipment and other 
workers, and group goals. The analysis stage involves 
categorizing those factors by function and group, 
identifying areas of  rapid or slow growth, and 
offering solutions for responding to the goals of  the 
due diligence step.

Clients are nevertheless wary of  drawn-out plans, 
because the fee clock is running. “But at the end,” 
Bugyis says, “the road map approach is more cost-
effective for them.”

“Like snowflakes, no two labs are identical.”

starting out

Figure 1.
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S
ince energy and natural resource consumption are huge components of  
a lab’s operating expenses, no lab design today ignores “green” issues.
Higher education is a robust market for lab design, but academic labs 

are challenging for designers because of  their high energy usage. “On 
average, 40 percent of  all energy consumed at a university goes to re-
search laboratories,” says Chuck McKinney, marketing VP at Aircuity 
(Newton, MA). For example, at the University of  California, Irvine, 
17 lab facilities use two-thirds of  campus energy, and the University 

of  Pennsylvania’s lab buildings consume nearly twice as much energy as their foot-
prints would indicate. “About 60 percent of  energy usage goes to heating, cooling, and 
moving fresh air into and out of  buildings. And it’s all once-use air—no recirculation.”

Why DO LabOratOrIes COnsume sO muCh energy?
 The short answer, according to Matt Gudorf, energy manager for the University of  

California, Irvine, is that laboratory buildings use 100 percent outside air ventilation, 
with no recirculation of  return air. “The entire internal air volume of  a typical lab 
building is exhausted to the atmosphere via high-velocity exhaust stacks every six to 
eight minutes,” he explains. “An enormous amount of  energy is required to supply, 
heat, cool, humidify, dehumidify, filter, distribute, and exhaust this air, and this process 
takes place 24/7, whether laboratories are occupied or not.” This key parameter is 
known as air-changes per hour (ACH). Many labs in U.S. universities, colleges, and 
private-sector and governmental research facilities exhaust 10 or more ACH.

Lab air requirements arise from the need to exhaust dangerous fumes, as well as the 
need to maintain safety and comfort given general lab activity and heat-generating 
equipment like freezers, pumps, and spectrometers.
Fume hood exhaust requirements are legendary, as hoods pull through many building 

volume-equivalents of  conditioned air. Engineers have been working to improve fume 
hoods and their utilization for years. Low-flow designs now rule for new installations 
and upgrades. Other strategies involve specifying only as many hoods as are absolutely 
necessary and educating workers to keep sashes closed whenever possible.
Labs, McKinney says, are typically overdesigned for huge heat loads “for the worst 

case. And once you’ve designed for those loads, you must install ventilation systems to 
handle them. One problem creates an even bigger problem, particularly for labs that 
don’t actually experience super-high loads.”
The biggest energy hog, however, is dilution air—the minimum amount of  ventila-

tion required to mitigate operations outside of  hoods. Burners, smoke, equipment that 
generates heat, and many fumes, while not dangerous, can make the lab environment 

mOstLy abOut aIr

InsIghts On LabOratOry DesIgn  green  
Lab Design

“Fume hood exhaust requirements 
are legendary.”

http://www.labmanager.com/insights
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green Lab Design

uncomfortable. ACHs—the air volumes exchanged per hour 
to maintain safety and comfort—vary widely. Clean rooms use 
up to 30 changes per hour, while semiconductor facility values 
are in the hundreds. A “typical” lab uses between six and ten 
changes per hour. 
What is the “correct” number of  air changes? “That’s a 

difficult question, even for environmental health and safety 
[EH&S] experts,” McKinney says. Rather than rely on cal-
culations, projections, or usage estimates, Aircuity offers a 
system that monitors air for values of  volatile organics, carbon 
dioxide, particulates, and humidity, and controls and varies air 
exchange rates accordingly. The system may specify rates as 
high as 12 during certain “events” or as low as two overnight, 
when labs are unoccupied. 
Instead of  installing sensors in every lab area, Aircuity 

samples air and returns it to a central bank of  detectors ca-
pable of  monitoring air in 20 different labs. The system also 
overcomes difficulties in sensor calibration by comparing lab 
levels of  target analytes with those in outside air, providing 
relative measurements rather than absolute levels. The third 
advantage is the ability to collect data on “excursions,” which 
EH&S personnel can use to help labs maintain safe, comfort-
able environments.
Daniel L. Doyle, president, Grumman/Butkus Associates 

(Evanston, IL), has created a pyramid representation of  steps 
a lab manager can take to make HVAC systems more energy-
efficient (see Figure 2). 

December 2012

Figure 2.
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At the bottom, Doyle explains, are lowest-cost, 
shortest-payback items that pay back the most in 
terms of  energy savings—“things you can do right 
away, such as installing high-efficiency lighting to 
lower the cooling load.” Other steps include using 
low-flow fume hoods (down to 60 fpm face velocity) 
and lowering the air change rate. Any new lab or 
retrofit will automatically consider using low-flow 
hoods, reducing the number and/or size of  hoods, 
or (if  workflows dictate) replacing energy-gulping 
fume hoods with biosafety cabinets. “You can save a 
considerable amount of  energy before installing any 
fancy controls,” says Doyle.
Next come variable air volume (VAV) systems that 

lower exhaust and air change requirements, depend-
ing on the circumstances. Occupancy and proximity 
sensors enable labs to lower fume hood exhaust from 
100 fpm to 60 fpm, and they can lower air change 
rates significantly as well (see discussion with Aircu-
ity’s Chuck McKinney).
Another midlevel strategy implemented at the 

design/build stage involves installing low-pressure-
drop HVAC systems. This strategy uses slightly larg-
er pipes and ducts, which add minimal cost to the 
build while providing extra capacity for the future. 
The top two slices of  the pyramid involve reduc-

ing or eliminating reheat energy and/or adding 
some heat recovery. “There are many ways to do 
this, depending on the climate,” says Doyle, such 
as connecting wraparound coils both upstream and 
downstream of  the cooling coil. “Simultaneous 
heating and cooling is a big energy waster in labs,” 
he continues. “The idea here is to transfer waste heat 
from one area to another that requires heating. Re-
lated strategies include heat pipes, heat exchangers, 
runaround systems, enthalpy wheels, and desiccant 
wheels that eliminate reheat while dehumidifying 
the lab environment. 

LIghtIng, Water
Although air handling represents the single most 

significant energy consideration, other design strate-
gies can save money as well. Doyle recommends us-
ing very high-efficiency lighting such as fluorescent 
or light-emitting diodes, which provide very long 
lamp life at low power consumption while eliminat-
ing the mercury disposal problems of  fluorescents. 
The design for new constructions should also in-
corporate as much natural light as possible, keeping 
radiative heat loss in mind, and should consider task 
lighting for low-light areas. “Most lighting from ten 
a.m. to two p.m. can come from ambient lighting,” 
Doyle observes. Additional features include auto-
matic occupancy sensor-based dimming controls, 
which have become standard for new labs and most 
renovations. 
Water is becoming a scarce, expensive resource, 

so purified water should be used only when abso-
lutely necessary. Using ultra-pure water is certainly 
required when making analytical standards or 
formulating cell culture. But tap water, which goes 
through treatment plants and may involve additional 
treatment at the lab facility, should never be used 
even for routine laboratory operations like cooling 
or vacuum. Designers should consider a means of  
recycling condensation from air handling systems, 
especially in humid climates, for operations like 
cleaning and rinsing. Doyle also suggests switching 
from film to digital photography, using low-water 
sterilizers and autoclaves, and harvesting rainwater 
where practical and legally feasible.

“The design for new constructions should also 
incorporate as much natural light as possible.”

Open labs at the Arizona Biomedical Collaborative Building 1 
provide flexible casework and benefit from controlled natural 
light and direct-indirect artificial lighting.  
Credit: Bill Timmerman, courtesy of  SmithGroup

green Lab Design

http://www.labmanager.com/insights
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L 
aboratory design requirements run the gamut, depending upon a research 
facility’s situation, budget and goals. Here are three lab expansion case 
studies that include working with a team, going it alone, and an ambitious 
energy-saving retrofit. 

 
Case stuDy: hIre aDvIsOrs earLy 
Mark Clark, a principal consultant at Clark Consulting Services (Wilm-

ington, MA), specializes in lab facility design and construction. Given his geographic 
location, it is not surprising that approximately half  of  his business involves biotechnol-
ogy labs: 35 percent pharmaceuticals and 15 percent nanotechnology. 
One client, an emerging metro-Boston biotech company, needed to expand from its 

original 3,000-square-foot lab and office space to support rapid growth in business and 
staffing. After several months of  searching for available space, the company decided to 
acquire 15,000 square feet of  shell space to build out to its needs.
Four members of  the company’s staff  (CEO, VP, production manager, and facility 

manager) teamed up with the property owner, an architect, and a construction man-
ager to design the layout and initiate construction. This team met on a weekly basis for 
10 weeks, until substantial completion was reached. 

For this project, acquiring shell space provided the owner with significant time and 
cost savings. “Since the building was previously approved for laboratory occupancy,” 
Clark says, “the architect and the construction manager had many lessons learned un-
der their belts regarding local codes for lab design and environmental compliance.”
The demolition phase was eliminated from the critical path, design work began imme-

diately, and the trades ordered materials as the building permit was being processed.
“The biggest advantage this project had was that the construction manager and all the 

building trades were already mobilized on another lab project in an adjacent tenant 
space,” Clark explains. “As such, the handful of  long-lead-time equipment (rooftop 
HVAC units, pH neutralization system components, lab equipment) were identified 
and ordered in the first few weeks after signing the lease.” These items were delivered 
without affecting the project’s scheduled completion date. Energy conservation goals 
were achieved in compliance with Commonwealth of  Massachusetts energy codes for 
lighting, motors, pumps, and variable frequency drives.
The occupancy permit was issued, and move-in commenced within four months of  

lease execution. Clark estimates that a greenfield project would have taken “well over a 
year,” and the time to install utilities alone for a retrofit would have exceeded six months.

LabOratOry expansIOn

InsIghts On LabOratOry DesIgn  three  
case stuDies

“Companies thinking of expanding 
their lab facilities should hire their 
advisors early in the process.”

http://www.labmanager.com/insights
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three case stuDies

“As we learned from this project, companies thinking of  
expanding their lab facilities should hire their advisors early 
in the process,” Clark advises. “The reason is to identify 
any municipal, state, and federal environmental compliance 
items. Some of  the permits and licenses take as long to sub-
mit and receive approval as the time it takes to perform the 
actual construction.”

Case stuDy: DO It yOurseLf!
While with his former employer, Richard Guilfoyle, Ph.D., a 

Nevada-based engineering consultant, took on a project that 
was not for the faint-hearted. OptiComp (Zephyr Cove, NV), 
a small biophotonics R&D lab, needed a 250-square-foot 
laboratory that could accommodate both molecular biology 
and photonics. With a doctorate in microbiology from the 
University of  Pennsylvania and extensive experience in ge-
nomics, Guilfoyle was hardly the typical construction trades-
man. Yet drawing from experience in lab design and build at 
the University of  Wisconsin and at Pan-Data Systems—and 
with a bit of  help—he served admirably as designer, engi-
neer, and contractor for the new lab. 
“I designed layout for the benches, sink, tables, and 

cabinets,” he reveals, “allowing ample room for up to four 
personnel and facile interface with the building’s electrical, 
water—both tap and deionized—and compressed air supply.”
By his own account, Guilfoyle saved approximately 60 

percent over more traditional design/build by overseeing 
the project from start to finish. He contracted his designs to 
a firm that specializes in the manufacture of  prefabricated 
benches, cabinets, and tables according to specification, and 
that shipped the pieces for on-site assembly. While directing 
plumbing and electrical work by in-house mechanics and 
overseeing construction of  an enclosure wall, Guilfoyle and 
his team assembled the “furniture.” 
All stakeholders were pleased with the results, particularly the 

cost savings and timelines. “Everything fit perfectly, even the 
optical tables, and functioned well,” says Guilfoyle. From start 
to finish, the entire project took about six weeks. During lulls, 
Guilfoyle saved his company even more money by ordering 
most of  the biology instrumentation from a company that sold 
used, refurbished, and warranteed equipment, saving about 50 
percent compared with new instrumentation.
Guilfoyle offers the following advice to potential do-it-

yourselfers: “If  cost and time is an issue, shop around for bar-
gains, but don’t sacrifice quality. Ask vendors and trades  
a lot of  questions up front, until they satisfactorily address 
your budget and technical needs. With appropriate due 

December 2012

diligence, I was extremely happy with the 
quality of  the materials and design recom-
mendations from the lab bench company, 
as well as with the used instrument reseller. 
Yes, this can be done!”  

Case stuDy: raIsIng the 
bar fOr green Labs
As campus energy manager for the Uni-

versity of  California, Irvine, Matt Gudorf  
oversees both teaching and research labo-
ratory energy use. Gudorf  collaborates 
with engineers, industrial hygienists, and 
project managers to scope, budget, and 
implement projects known as “smart” labs. 
“Research universities have large carbon 
footprints because laboratories are energy-
intensive, typically constituting two-thirds 
of  the utilities consumed by their institu-
tions,” Gudorf  observes. 
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three case stuDies

Reducing laboratory energy consumption is 
therefore the main strategy for shrinking a uni-
versity’s energy consumption. Until recently, most 
attempts to improve laboratory energy efficiency 
had plateaued at 20 to 25 percent better than code. 
UC Irvine set the savings goal at 50 percent without 
compromising safety, thus challenging best practices 
and, if  successful, raising the performance bar for all 
laboratories.
To achieve this goal, UC Irvine engineers recog-

nized that recently constructed laboratories had 
the unexploited potential to be far more efficient 
without sacrificing occupant safety, if  the laborato-
ry’s variable air volume features and digital controls 
could integrate with advanced air quality and occu-
pancy sensors driving smarter control logic. The end 
goal was to reduce ACH when conditions permit, a 
concept that was pilot-tested through UC Irvine’s 
Smart Labs Project, an integrated set of  labora-
tory design criteria and performance standards that 
included the following:

•	Real-time	air	quality	sensing
•	Reduced	fan,	filtration,	and	duct	airspeeds	below	

current best-practice standards
•	50	to	70	percent	lower	exhaust	fan	energy	con-

sumption by reducing stack discharge airspeeds
•	Reduced	internal	heat	load	to	enable	lower	air-

change feasibility via low-illumination power density 
and daylighting, as well as occupancy sensors, 
Energy Star equipment, and point-source exhaust 
grilles directly above heat-discharging equipment

•	Reduced	thermal	inputs	during	setback	periods

The combined effects of  all these features, inte-
grated holistically into a smart lab, can cut energy 
consumption in half.
Projects of  this level of  complexity that reach 

energy savings of  50 percent or more require 
substantial engineering and construction. UC Irvine 
completed several retrofits that achieved these goals 
through design/build and design/bid/build con-

tracting methods. But the key is to state clearly the 
intended energy reduction goals in the initial scope 
of  the project. “We conduct ‘town hall’ meetings 
with the research staff  and get up-front feedback on 
when service interruptions can and cannot occur,” 
notes Gudorf. Irvine’s project management engi-
neers determined a work sequence that created the 
fewest disruptions, while other staff  incorporated 
the work sequence into the contract documents. 
“This way, the winning contractor knows up front 
the shutdown time frames, schedules, and proce-
dures expected of  them,” Gudorf  explains.
UC Irvine has retrofitted ten lab buildings through 

its Smart Labs Project. Gudorf  measures success by 
three achievements: maintenance of  safety, adher-
ence to budgets, and clearing out “a sizable backlog” 
of  deferred maintenance issues. “Intensive retrofits 
uncover issues throughout the building systems that 
can be corrected,” he says. “Examples include failed 
reheat valves, leaking pneumatic thermostats, broken 
dampers, worn out system components requiring 
maintenance or replacement, simultaneous heating 
and cooling, and thermostats that are too close to 
heat-generating equipment.” 
The university’s environmental health and safety 

staff  also identified work practices that could use 
more appropriate containment or source control—
for example, moving certain operations to a fume 
hood. This new information layer helped identify 
fugitive emissions and provided indoor air quality 
reporting that was previously unavailable. “Think of  
the lab as an airplane,” Gudorf  says. “Before the ret-
rofit, your only instrument was an air speed indica-
tor; post-retrofit, you have an entire cockpit full of  
gauges providing real-time feedback.”
Timeliness and minimal disruptions to lab activities 

are the big tradeoffs in retrofits. Irvine allots five to 
ten business days to take a lab down, retrofit it, and 
make it functional again. The sequence is more time 
consuming, Gudorf  says, than allowing the contrac-
tor to complete a demo phase, a construction phase, 
and a commissioning phase. “This often means that 

“Guilfoyle saved approximately 60 percent 
over more traditional design/build by 
overseeing the project from start to finish.”
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multiple trades will be on site longer and require 
more coordination,” he concedes. “But the incremen-
tally higher cost is acceptable when it reduces the 
disruption to lab operations.”
Gudorf  provides the following advice for managers 

considering a retrofit: 

•	Obtain	early	buy-in	from	management,	research	
staff, environmental health and safety experts, and 
building operations staff.

•	Select	design	professionals	who	understand	the	
project’s goal and are familiar with the latest lab 
energy-saving strategies. 

•	Write	the	work	sequence	and	scheduling	require-
ments into the contract, and make sure contractors 
know the requirements at the time of  bid.

•	Have	a	“town	hall”	meeting	with	building	occupants	
to explain the what, why, when, and how before con-
struction begins, and use their feedback.

•	Provide	access	to	the	new	information	layer	to	every-
one—building engineers, EH&S, and researchers.

•	Set	the	goal	for	savings	high.

three case stuDies
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Q: Describe a recent laboratory design/
build or retrofit at your organization.
 

a: Arthur Brings: We recently completed a major expansion in-
volving 100,000 square feet of  laboratory space. In addition to labs, 
we planned to include a small animal facility, a bioinformatics group, 
and information technology space. The project took 24 months. 
David Miller: I work in the clinical laboratory of  a small regional 

hospital. Our project involved planning and design of  new labora-
tory space in a new facility—a hospital under construction. 
Gerry Oxford: I direct a biomedical research institute based in 

a medical center that focuses on neuroscience research relevant to 
chronic pain, neurological, and developmental psychiatric disorders. 
Our institute and the neuroscience research community here in 
Indianapolis are in a growth phase. To accommodate this growth at 
our facility, we built a new laboratory building that has been opera-
tional for four years, and we are now constructing a second labora-
tory building as part of  an interconnected two-building complex 
combining outpatient clinical services with cutting-edge basic and 
translational research.
Stacy O’Reilly: Our department maintains laboratories for faculty 

research, upper-level classes, and courses for first- and second-year 
students. We renovated teaching labs for organic and general chem-
istry during the summer of  2011. The renovation was done because 
the particleboard cabinets, ceiling tiles, and other soft surfaces had 
absorbed forty years’ worth of  chemicals and smelled. There were 
also significant air-flow issues in the labs and not enough hoods in 
the organic labs.

Q: how did you manage the project?
 

a: Arthur Brings: Our project was managed by an in-house direc-
tor of  construction who worked closely with a general contractor. 
The construction team consisted of  Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory 
staff, a project manager for the construction company, the architec-
tural firm, and the engineering firm. We sought out other expertise 
as needed. For example, if  we encountered a structural question, we 
brought in a structural or civil engineer. The team met every other 
week throughout the duration of  the project. 
David Miller: Our health system engaged a facility design consult-

ing firm to work with the construction company and the departmental 
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advisors. Since we were merging two laboratories, 
the managers of  the respective labs were on the 
team, in addition to the executive responsible for the 
laboratories, a member of  the construction team, 
and a consultant. Meetings were held as needed, 
which at first was occasionally, then monthly, but 
ramped up as the project progressed. On some occa-
sions the information could be relayed via email or a 
phone call, so formal meetings didn’t need to be set 
up. This information included things like the status 
of  equipment to be retained, power needs for indi-
vidual analyzers, the footprint for equipment, etc.
Gerry Oxford: The current project was envi-

sioned almost six years ago as an effort to satisfy 
space needs for neuroscience clinical services and 
research, as well as to colocate health services seam-
lessly with an environment supporting the latest 
discoveries related to nervous system dysfunction. 
A steering committee of  high-level hospital and 
medical school administrators set the course for the 
complex. For the research building, two sequential 
committees were created: a programming committee 
and a design committee. Both committees consisted 
of  representatives of  research stakeholders in vari-
ous school units with space needs. The design com-
mittee added the architectural firm for the project 
as well as the university architects and fiscal plant 
management representatives. The design group 
met every two weeks for seven months to refine the 
design.
Stacy O’Reilly: The project was initiated by the 

university’s board of  trustees after taking a tour of  
the labs. The project team consisted of  architects, 
the university engineer, the Department of  Chem-
istry chairperson, and a chemistry faculty member. 
The group met about four times over a two-month 
period and then met as needed beyond that until the 
completion of  the project eight months later.

Q: Did the project meet your 
expectations in terms of cost, 
timeliness, and functionality?
 

a: Arthur Brings: In my opinion the project has ex-
ceeded expectations: on time and under budget. The 
building is functioning very well, and the individu-
als using it are happy and satisfied. One of  our top 

priorities was to build an energy-efficient building. 
Despite the fact that our new facility uses 30 to 40 
percent less energy than most labs, we decided not to 
go for LEED certification because of  the cost. Never-
theless, we did a lot of  things that would have quali-
fied us for that certification. But the process for LEED 
is long and expensive, costing several million dol-
lars. We realized that it is possible to meet or exceed 
LEED expectations without having the certification.
David Miller: The entire project was managed 

tightly with regard to cost. However, the timeline got 
extended quite a bit for the completion of  the entire 
facility. Costs were kept on target, but this sometimes 
required eliminating design elements and space allot-
ted in the original plans. Functionally, the final design 
was acceptable. Considering that two lab groups 
were combining, there were inevitable compromises 
that had to be made. The project was managed from 
the beginning with “green” strategies built in. This 
included recycling education, signage, and materi-
als considerations that were to become part of  the 
finished facility. Also, community meetings were held 
to get design input and garner support. One issue that 
was important to the community was the use of  green 
materials in the construction, as well as operational 
strategies to reduce waste and energy consumption.
Gerry Oxford: As the current project is under 

construction, I will reflect upon the nearly identi-
cal experience on the existing laboratory building. 
It came in on budget, was designed and constructed 
with a brisk but not aggressive timeline, and has 
served the needs of  our researchers quite well. I 
anticipate the same for the new project, as the same 
group is involved. Advantages of  using the same 
team for both projects have included familiarity with 
common design issues and client needs; a comfortable 
vocabulary that has evolved between architectural 
and biomedical research professionals; and time ef-
ficiencies in dealing with fundamentals, leaving more 
time for novel design aspects.
Stacy O’Reilly: The entire project was designed 

to significantly green our facility. We used duct-
less hoods and LED lights throughout the project. 
We came in under budget and on time. The space 
works well. There are a number of  small things that 
we missed, but that is not surprising considering the 
project, which included a full gut of  four teaching 
labs, went from design to completion in eight months.
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Q: Can you provide any 
advice for lab managers 
considering a project like the 
one you discussed here?
 

a: Arthur Brings: Develop a good working 
team, and develop it early on. Our team was 
established even before we started building 
design. Include people who are going to occupy 
and use the building as part of  that team. 
David Miller: For labs involving medical care, 

put the patient first in the planning process. 
Arm yourself  with data to support the impor-
tance of  the laboratory with regard to diag-
nostic decisions, revenue, etc. Start with an “if  
money, space, and time were no object” per-
spective and a clear understanding of  what the 
lab can live without. Then, as the process moves 
along, you can graciously volunteer to live 
without certain elements. This will allow you to 
be a team player and still get what you need for 
your lab. Get input from your staff, but make 
it clear that not all input can be implemented. 
Lastly, communicate as much as possible; even 
unpopular decisions are easier to take when the 
process is transparent.
Gerry Oxford: From my perspective a criti-

cal, but not often employed, approach is the di-
rect involvement of  representative scientists in 
the design phase at early stages. It provides an 
educational opportunity for both design profes-
sionals and researchers to mutually appreciate 
the rationale for laboratory operational require-
ments and the limitations of  construction and 
costs, respectively. Leaving scientists out of  the 
process because they are not design profession-
als is false economy and leads to retrofitting 
needs down the road.
Stacy O’Reilly: I would recommend that 

people take the time to meet with and develop 
a working relationship with suppliers. That 
made a big difference for us. I was able to make 
some changes to the hoods during production 
and to better understood the entire scope of  
the project.
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